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TLS LOGISTICS INVESTS TL 45 MILLION TO VEHICLE 

 
Sustaining its investments in line with its growth targets, TLS Logistics 

invested TL 45 million to its fleet of vehicles and included 55 units of cutting-

edge vehicles, all environmental and driver friendly, with Euro 6 engines.  

 

Serving its customers since 2000, TLS Logistics incorporated another new investment into its 

fleet of vehicles in 1Q 2021 in parallel with its growth targets that become double-digit each year. 

Sustaining its investments to cater the needs of increasing number of clients, TLS Logistics 

determined its road map in accordance with the industrial requirements and customer 

expectations and started realizing its investments for the year of 2021.  

 

Mr. Sinan ÜNAL, Vice President of 

Transport Services, TLS Logistics stated 

“we will keep producing customer-

specific logistics solutions and make our 

success sustainable in regards to the 

investments in 2021. Our target is to 

provide added value at all times, and to 

broaden our industry’s horizon, now and 

in the future, like we always have as a 

strategic partner. In this context, we have 

ongoing efforts to rejuvenate and expand our fleet. In addition to this investment in 1Q 2021, we 

also entered into agreements to include 100 more vehicles to our fleet within the year”.  

 

TLS Logistics is taking firm steps both in domestic and international 

markets in consideration of the current economic data. TLS is one of 

the fastest-growing companies in the logistics industry and will keep 

growing through its investments in all regions and areas”. ÜNAL also 

informed that they had initiated meetings with Tesla to invest in electric 

vehicles and added “It is considered that the use of electric vehicle 

technology in trucks and trailer trucks would create a giant 

transformation in the industry. Considering the pollution around 
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highways, electric vehicles promise an indisputable improvement. 
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On the other hand, exponentially increased number of electric vehicles may offer advantage to 

fight against climate change only with the decarbonization of all energy systems. Sustainability of 

electric vehicles will require boosting these zero emission vehicles mainly with decarbonized 

power generation.”  
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